DEVELOPING FRIENDSHIPS

Livin' It Up

• Peppy People
  Intently watching the spring pep assembly, members of the student body observe the happenings surrounding them.

• United Underclassmen
  Waiting for kick-off, members of the sophomore and junior Powder Puff team huddle together for pre-game planning.
TIES THAT BIND

• Methodically Marching
Braving the heat and the crowd, the Bonner Springs Band performs their tunes while stepping to the beat.

• Awaiting Arrivals
Sitting patiently in the stands, students gaze toward the entrance to learn the identity of the “Kiss the Pig” contest winner.

• Hog Wild
Winning the “Kiss the Pig” contest, Jane McGraw hams it up.

• Mousin’ Around
Receiving all sorts of going-away presents, retiree Freda Reynolds skeptically plays with her favorite, Freda the Mouse.

• Hungry Men
Anticipating Pizza Day, students catch their breath after their sprint to the cafeteria door.
Recording History: Waiting for that special moment to occur during dress rehearsal for the spring play, senior Jason Wilhite volunteers one more evening to preserving events reflecting BSHS '95 for the video yearbook.
FAITHFUL FANS Spirited supporters create a line of encouragement while waiting for a Brave breakthrough.

BEHIND THE SCENES Ready to put someone in the spotlight, sophomore Alex Chisholm, junior Cody Snowberg and sophomore Brian Shatto supervise all technical toys during the fall play.
Friends, classes, meetings, parties, homework, exams, hanging out.

Students Keep Busy with Class, Activities

*Get Charged!*
Some fans get into the spirit as the pep band strikes up another version of the pep song.

**MEMORABLE**

*Band Buddies*
In the Rockies, sophomores Holli Taylor, Shannon Loncar, Rebecca Erickson, Jenné DeLeon and Annie Mintner hit the slopes with senior Paul Huebner during the band's trip.

*Acrobatic Activities*
With a little jiggle and a juggle, seniors Kayron Anderson and Branda Long prove that senioritis has overtaken their bodies as well as their minds.

*Hopping to Help*
Assisting in the Easter egg hunt for child development class, senior Heather Dunn lends a helping hand to Kacey Cook.
SCHOOL ISN'T ALL WORK!

• ARTISTIC ACCOMPLISHMENT
Achieving the Silver Key award at the 1995 Regional State Art Contest, junior Diana Platt stands proudly beside her winning oil painting.

• MACHO MEN
Utilizing the chance to show the Powder Puff fans their stuff, seniors Mike Harvey and Ben McKee pump up their chests to pump up the crowd.

• Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z
Having completed his work for Mr. Mauldin, junior aide T.J. Harvey drifts off for a nifty nap.

• ROYAL FAMILY
Court Warming royalty included: Back row: Jason Bergkamp, King Phillip Romer, Shannon Sonnier. Front row: Lisa Thom, Queen Kayron Anderson, Angelica Suffren and Amber Wilson. Jamie Holman, above right, was selected the Tonganoxie Tournament queen.
Class Competitions Crown the Class of 1995

• Practice Makes Perfect
Putting the finishing touches on another winning creation, seniors Mike Harvey and John Casey prepare their float for the Homecoming parade.

• Working Hard
Determined to do well in the float competition, junior Megan Scheidt contributes her artistic skills.

• Boldly Beginning
Practicing papier-mâché, sophomores Neil Waechter and Amanda Horton carefully mold their model Bonner Brave to perfection.
**SPIRIT WEEK**

**• Ready To Ride**
Junior Mandy Skalla and senior Chelsea Kindler reveal their wild sides.

**• Peace Out, Man!**
Flashing the peace sign, science instructor Mike Howe and junior Lloyd Anderson casually greet each other on Hippie Day.

**• Born to be Wild**
Bryan Langley, government teacher, reveals his true identity to his classes on Harley Day.

**• Woodstock '94**
Staging a sit-in, sophomores Beth Bowers, Sheri Pecor, Sunshine Peterman and Brian Randall dig being hippies for a day.

**• Nap Time**
Lounging around in their pajamas during Spirit Week, senior Bobbie Jo Higginbotham and junior Carla Knight display their undying love for their favorite cartoon character, Bugs Bunny.

**• Flower Power**
Recreating the sixties, juniors Cody Snowberg and Richard Davenport take time out to model their groovy yet psychedelic threads.
HOME COMING
ROYALTY

•Congratulations! 1994's Homecoming King and Queen are Scott Mathia and Noelle Barger.

•Sophomore/Junior Attendants Flashing their smiles for parade goers, Darla Schierbaum, junior, and Mikole French, sophomore, proudly represent their classes.

•Homecoming Queen Candidates
  Front row: Kelli Courtney, Jamie Holman, Michelle Whisman. Back row: Amy Sorensen, Noelle Barger, Teresa Konovalsker, Chelsea Kindler.

•Homecoming King Candidates
• **Keeping the Rhythm**
Senior Monica Stinnett proudly shows off the flag team's new uniforms.

• **First Impressions**
After being late due to a cross-country meet, senior Rob Neal takes his place beside Amy Sorensen and her father Mark.

• **Marching to the Beat**
Joining in the Homecoming spirit, the band entertains the community.

• **Reigning Champs**
Slaughtering the competition, the Class of '95 wins for the third year in a row with their final float, "Bomb the Bears."

• **Ready for Kickoff**
Pumped for the big game, the football team encourages the crowd to share their excitement.
Melodrama
Hits BSHS

• Show Time!
Twenty-eight rising stars are ready to take the stage to perform "Dirty Work in High Places."

• Good vs. Evil
Attempting to corrupt Little Saccharine (junior Megan Nelson), Gentle Grimes (senior Lorenzo Knight) exemplifies the villain as he seduces the lady fair.

• Hooray!
The play's brave hero, Dauntless Crusader (senior Anthony Springfield) steals the hearts of the audience in his fifth production.
**LET'S CONGA!**
With fruit on her head and a wiggle in her walk, Madame Presidente (junior Diana Platt) shows her dancing skills to Ms. Shabby (senior Rachel Adair) and all other spectators.

**HOME SWEET HOME**
Baby Bob (freshman Tad Schneider), Baby Alice (senior Edith Richards), Grandma (junior Jessica Dressler), and Grandpa (senior Mike Breneman) take time out of their busy day to sit and chat as a happy family.

**RESCUER!**
Gentle Grimes takes Saccharine's breath away while portraying the villain of this melodrama.

**PROTEST RALLY TONIGHT!**
Angry, senior citizens (juniors LaTricia Nelson, Kim Orahood, freshman Jenny Wilhite, and sophomore Annie Mintner) demonstrate

**THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL**
Waiting in anticipation for orders from their boss, Gentle Grimes' able assistants (freshmen Joel Mackey and Candice Springfield, and junior Joseph Wood) anxiously imagine the future.
A Little Song and Dance

• SHOW TIME!
After many long hours of practicing, the cast is ready for the final production of 42nd Street.

• HAVE ANOTHER
Absorbing the atmosphere, sophomore Carrie Bush, a Pretty Lady dancer, observes the locals.

• ROLE CALL
Anxiously awaiting the director’s arrival, Mac (senior Andre Doss) and Andy (freshman Tad Schneider) discuss the day’s agenda.
• **People Behind the Music**
Carefully following all on-stage activities, Director Johnny Matlock and sound technician Angie Catron finalize the musical.

• **Business As Always**
As Dylan (freshman John Mackey) tries to carry on a conversation with Maggie Jones (junior Megan Nelson), he is distracted by two Pretty Lady dancers (sophomore Nicole Perica and freshman Megan Hewitt).

• **Pla ces E v eryone**!
Inspiring the ladies to do their best, director Julian Marsh (senior Anthony Springfield) provides last minute advice.

• **Choir Ensemble**
Ready to harmonize, the quartet of Pretty Lady dancers (sophomores Angela Arnett, Annie Mintner, freshman Candice Springfield, and sophomore Rebecca Erickson) watch the director for their cue.

• **All Aboard**!
Sneaking in one last number, performers prepare to depart for Philadelphia.
Tuxedos, limos, long dresses, corsages, Prom photos, lavish dinners and excitement make Prom night memorable.

PROM 1995

"Hold on to the Night"

Prom King & Queen Reign

'95 Prom Royalty
Kelly Claxton
John Casey

NEW ARRIVALS
Ready to enter the Lake of the Forest Clubhouse, Amanda Long, Hawk Blackburn, Mark Condon and Branda Long anticipate greeting their friends and seeing the decorations.

AT DAY'S END
Prior to sunset, Kevin Sneed and Mauletha Reiss stroll along the water's edge.

PICTURE PERFECT
Posing for the official Prom photographer, Monica Stinnett and Wes Uhl watch the birdie.
REVELERS

PARTY ON

• Enjoying the Evening
By the fireplace, Maurice Greene, Tynisha Watson, Alisha Tucker and Leon Jarrett feel right at home as they go about the business of celebrating Prom Night.

• On the Boardwalk
Seeking a breath of fresh air, Michael Breneman, Shannon Loncar, Jason Spalding and Hollie Taylor, above left, discover that a walk on the porch is refreshing.

• Stepping Out
Pausing on the entry steps, Darren Nickolett, Cody Snowberg, Jason Indorf, Corey Johnson, Fran Hinsley and Sarah Laymiller, above, are amused to discover that the guys' bow ties and Indorf's hair match the bright Kelly green decorations.

• All Smiles
Aaron Rose and Tanya Brady, middle left, are happy that they have finally reached their destination and that they can stop worrying about whether or not they'll get caught in a storm.

• Slowing Down
Accustomed to running with the wind, Jake Mayhugh sets a slower pace to enjoy a special time with Amy Caster.

• The Gang's All Here
A flock of friends, left, gather for an evening of entertainment. Amanda Coleman, Andy Steinbacher, Tracy Sollner, Jason Shepherd, Shana Forest, Daniel Kirby, Mary Steinbacher and Leon McGee get ready to hit the dance floor.
• **Sheer Delight**

Trying to contain their Prom enthusiasm, Jason Wilhite, Kim Potter, Heather Lynn and Lionel Groves, above left, join the party.

• **Happy Together**

Upon arrival, Shannon Felix, Nikki Burnam, Melonie Turner and Earl Huffman check out the surroundings.

• **Popular Pillar**

Chad Spencer and Jody Souders, Sandra Vardijan and Mark Cosgrove, Jim Hunsinger and Megan Nelson pick the same spot to pose.

• **Happiness Reigns**

In good moods, Jamic Rowland, John Casey, Diana Platt and Shad Rowland, above left, look forward to having even more moments to share a good guffaw.

• **Excitement Grows**

Brian Clark, Katherine Shields and Stacy Astin, front row, with Liz Astin and David Colston come to collect memories as well as mementoes.

• **Best Friends**

Throughout high school, Megan McGinnis, Kelly Claxton and Kelli Courtney shared special moments; Prom '95 was no exception.
• **Tasty Treats**
  Jennifer Hodgson and Shawn Lasley relax beside the popular refreshment table.

• **Looking for Fun**
  In the mood for something special, Chrissy Lee, Michael O'Leary, Lynn Paul Shatto, Jenny Bissey and Brad Hewitt arrive at the clubhouse.

• **Let's Dance**
  Anson Arnett and Carla Knight, Tony Brown and Kelli Richardson, Brian Underwood and LaLinda Fairfield dance to the music.

• **Back for One More Prom**
  Knowing a good thing when he participates in one, alum Chris Faircloth returns to attend another BSHS prom with Theresa Culter.

• **Attracting Attention**
  Demonstrating their expertise in selecting fashionable finery, Tresie Foster and Ginger Davis step out in lace and beads.

• **Being Formal**
  Striking a traditional pose before the fireplace, Tom Edmondson, Lisa Thom, Marcus Birzer and Edith Richards hold tight to their souvenir champagne glasses.
**Partygoers Gather**

Paul Huebner and Megan Kiersten, above left, share a private joke while Andy Grudniewski and Rebecca Erickson arrive with Charlie Hart and Anna Willmon. Also making an appearance, Megan Herring and Angelica Suffren step out in style.

**Arm in Arm**

Giving his support, Josh White escorts Tara Spencer, middle left, as he carefully watches his step. Pausing for a photo, Brian Randall and Staci Butler finally reach their destination.

**Personal Design**

Adding her special touch to her Prom night, Tera Crumrine proudly wears a dress of her own creation, for which alum André Oden has great admiration.

**Taking a Break**

Seeking some cool air, Kim Orahhood and Bill Stephens enjoy a pleasant breeze off the lake.
Good Times,
Great Fun!

• Dressed for Success
With plans to gather special memories, LaSonya Easterwood, Nakenia McGee, Krashinda McGee and Diandra Greer drop by to participate in another school activity.

• Couples Congregate
All thoughts are on Prom as Erin Hall and Patrick Brady, middle left, rest between songs. In the meantime, Shane Westrup and Michelle Whisman pause by the balloon gate. Amy Sorenson and Chris Springer, however, get a late start from home.

• Double Dates
Longtime friends, Theresa Konovaltske and Mike Harvey, left, join Biff Blankenship and Noelle Barger. A frolicsome foursome, Ian Schaben and Darla Schierbaum share the special evening with Jamie Holman and Andy Thomas.
Honor Society Induction Ceremony

Academic success, public recognition, family pride, congratulations.

Inductees Take Center Stage

- 1995 National Honor Society A-L


- 1995 National Honor Society M-Z

HARD WORK REWARDED

• NHS INDUCTEES AND SPONSORS
  Mikki Allen, Rachel Adair; Lana Watkins, Chandra Dennison; Branda Long, Freda Reynolds; Jason Collins, Gary Collins; Angelica Suffren, Nina Kimbrough; Heather Umbenhower, Clyde Umbenhower; Amanda Long, Elsie Hughes.
Opinions, Personal Preferences, Likes & Dislikes

Responses Indicate Viewpoints

-Tuned In-
Beginning each morning with an update on events of national and international impact is approved of by 71% of the student body. For some, however, that is time to catch up on sleep or homework. Miss Sheley's first hour English 10 class usually stays alert and even competes to answer the quiz questions correctly.

Channel I Proves Popular with Students

Students have varying opinions on using part of the school day to air Channel I. Most, however, do approve of having the program as part of their school day.

"I enjoy Channel I for its information, its on-the-spot reporting and its allowance of time to finish homework." —Joe Wood

"I don't enjoy Channel I. It's commercialized, and we have no choice as to whether we want to watch it or not." —Bryan Mosher

"I enjoy Lisa Ling!" —Shane Westrup

"I like watching when it's not about political things or when Anderson Cooper is in another country to report on a civil war everyday for a month." —Steven Bloomer

"It keeps us up-to-date, but, since I usually fall asleep that early in the day, they should play Channel I in the afternoon." —Jim Wainwright

46% Have Broken a Bone

-Helping Hands-
Confined to a wheelchair for several weeks due to a football injury, junior Jason Harrington relies on his friends and classmates to assist him.
Pets Sometimes Are Good Friends

**UNUSUAL PETS**
Proving that not all pets are dogs and/or cats, Brian Clark tends to his “chores” after school and feeds his pet ducks. Clark knows them by name and has a story to tell about most of them.

80% of Students Own Pets...Dog Is Favorite, Cat #2

Most B.S.H.S. pet owners consider their pets friends and, sometimes, admit to being nicer to their canine and feline buddies than to their human honchos.

“How many friends do you have who will bite on command?” —Geoff Collins

“He always listens to me when I have problems and never tries to butt in with what he thinks is right.” —Megan Herring

“I guess I consider my dog a friend because I treat him better than I treat my brother.” —Aña Duran

“She can’t talk, so if I say something stupid, she can’t correct me.” —Amy Donahue

“He never talks behind my back, and he’s the best listener I’ve ever met in my life.” —Carley Pierson.

Dog Names
- Puddles
- Chinook
- Allison Wonderland
- Bubba
- Oprah
- Muffin
- Gizmo
- Turbo
- Nibbles

Cat Names
- Pischie
- Tesla
- Kitty Purr
- Potpourri
- Noodles
- Puffy Ann
- Ziggy
- Biscuits
- Rush

What Do You Do After School?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Activity</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hang Out</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Tellin'</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch TV</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Housework</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Schoolwork</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babysit</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GETTING LIMBER**
Prior to trying out for cheerleader, sophomores Nicole Perica and Amy Ashford stretch their muscles. School activities involve about 1/5 of the student body.

Other Bits of Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Favorite Hat</td>
<td>Baseball Cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite Time</td>
<td>Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Favorite Time</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had a Ticket?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOOD LUCK Omen**
Perhaps wearing the favored baseball cap brings Travis Morgan lots of luck during the casino portion of Project Graduation.

Survey/25
LUNCH BREAK
Escaping Classwork

Taco salad, Crispitoes, Salad Bar, Telephone, Commons, Friends.

Students ♥ Love Lunchtime

77%
Spend Lunch Eating w/ Friends

SOCIALIZING

26/Lunch
Fourth Hour Provides Respite

14%

Spend Most of Lunchtime Standing in Line

6%

Do something else.

• Hitting the Books—1%
Taking advantage of the extra time offered by the lunch schedule, sophomore Mary Sweet catches up on her fifth hour class. Even though Sweet opts to use the floor in front of her locker for a study spot, several students actually think of lunch time as library time.

• Making Connections—2%
More concerned with having a few words with someone special than with gulping a fast meal, some students spend their 25 minutes waiting for an open phone and, then, sharing a short conversation while others call in to check on their work schedule. Theresa Culter and Kelly Claxton, above right, don’t get a busy signal.

• Picnic in the Commons
Besides eating in the cafeteria with friends, standing in line, talking on the phone and studying, 6% of the students do something else. Sometimes a student might work on a special project, do some makeup work, complete a test, take a walk, enjoy the sunshine on the patio, decorate a friend’s locker or, as the students above, take advantage of having a friend who has recently graduated and have him/her bring them some fast food.
*HUG ME, I GAVE BLOOD TODAY.* Seniors Heather Umbehower and Theresa Culter review the guidelines before unselfishly giving of themselves for others.
• **Senior Spirit**
  Participating in the annual Powder Puff game, seniors celebrate their victory.

• **Highway Helpers**
  Braving the wind and weather, members of the Ecology Club donate their spare time to keep Bonner beautiful.
Gain National Recognition

Multi-Media Team
Hosts Channel I
Regional Tryouts

Because of its central location, its up-to-date media lab and its capable students, BSHS was selected as the location for Channel I guest announcer auditions and a trip to the Hacienda. As a result of this selection, the school's name was mentioned on Channel I broadcasts.

*Working with the Pros*
Following directions, juniors Carla Knight and Liz Spaur film auditions for the Channel I representatives.

*Trade Talk*
Filming for the evening broadcast, a Channel 4 cameraman discusses the demands of meeting deadlines with seniors Noelle Barger and Mike Harvey.

*Cram Time*
Memorizing their scripts so that they can deliver their lines without being bound to their notes, these Brave Channel I hopefuls attempt to get a grip.
**STATE CHAMPIONS - NATIONAL COMPETITORS**

Proudly displaying their State Championship trophy, members of the mock trial team and sponsor Margo Jacobs plan ahead to their trip to Nationals in Denver. The team was the first ever to represent the State of Kansas in the Mock Trial Nationals. **Front row:** Brian Randall, Kim Orahood, Amanda Coleman, Michael Breneman. **Back row:** Jessica Zeljeznjak, Jim Hunsinger, Carla Knight, Margo Jacobs, Geri Miller, Joy Veerkamp, Jessica Dressler.

---

**Practice Makes a Perfect Performance**

**Evidence**

Witnesses Jessica Dressler and Christi Irish are amused by a bag of Jacobs' kitchen contraband.

**Grill Sergeant**

Attorney Jim Hunsinger puts witness Carla Knight through the third degree while attorney Amanda Coleman and witness Brian Randall observe.

**Swearing to Tell the Truth**

Another crucial witness, Joy Veerkamp swears to testify truthfully.

**Plotting Strategy**

Attorneys Michael Breneman and Kim Orahood discuss their interrogation of the next witness.
• B.S.H.S. MARCHING BAND

• REFLECTIONS

• CONCERT CHOIR
**Academic Decathlon**


**Science Olympiad**


**Quiz Bowl**

**Kayettes--Seniors**

**Front row:** Ardys Kenyan, Heather Umhenbower, Heather Dunn, Tera Crumrine, Angelica Suffren, Melanie Wise, Deena French.

**Second row:** Amber Wilson, Rachel Adair, Jamey Holman, Noelle Barger, Monica Stinnett, Edith Richards, Jenny Atkins, Jaime Kernaghan.

**Third row:** Kelly Claxton, Kelli Courtney, Bobbie Jo Higginbotham, Megan McGinnis, Amy Sorensen, Michelle Whisman, Staci Butler. **Back row:** Branda Long, Teresa Konovalskie, Amanda Long, Sarah Malec, Carley Pierson.

---

**Kayettes--Juniors**

**Front row:** Jessica Zeljeznjak, Tanya Brady, Tracy Sollner, Carla Knight, Stacy Backus, Deana Spartan. **Second row:** Mandy Brents, Amy Oliver, Diana Platt, Amanda Coleman, Tara Spencer, Kelli Richardson. **Third row:** Jenny Mulich, Lacy Trowbridge, Melanie Turner, Jennifer Luttrell, LaTricia Nelson, Megan Scheidt, Kim Orahood, LaSonya Easterwood. **Back row:** Tresie Foster, Ginger Davis, LaToya Easterwood, Amy Surprise, Lynettea Diggs, Kelly Day, Megan Herring.

---

**Kayettes--Sophomores**

**Front row:** Wendy Collene, Nikki Burnett, Kim Potter, Stephanie Powell, Nicole Perica, Jenny Jones, Angela Flechtall. **Middle row:** Mandy Wilcox, Wendy Owen Jenny Coleman, Amy Mulich, Misty Marshall, Aña Duran, Lisa Cullen. **Back row:** Rebecca Erickson, Shannon Trowbridge, Jody Souders, Erica Anderson, Mikole French, Lindsey Holmgren, Anna Willmon.

---

34/Clubs
• National Honor Society--Seniors

• National Honor Society--Juniors

• National Honor Society--Sophomores
• SADD--Seniors

• SADD--Underclassmen

• National Business Honor Society
**Ecology Club--Seniors**

*Front row:* Mary Steinbacher, Howie Stanley, Bobbie Jo Higginbotham, Edith Richards, Angelica Suffren, Noelle Barger, Teresa Konovalskie.  
*Second row:* Kelli Courtney, Pat Brady, Ben McKee, Scott Mathia, Jamey Haggerty, Sarah Malac, Stacey Rogers, Jamie Holman.  
*Third row:* Marla Murphy, Andy Grudniewski, Lana Watkins, Kelly Claxton, Megan McGinnis, Sean Bell.  

**Ecology Club--Juniors**

*Front row:* Eli High, Christi Irish, Carla Knight, Erin Hall, Kelly Day, Tracy Sollner, Jeff Holt.  
*Third row:* Joe Wood, John Brown, Jared Jenkins, Megan Herring, Bryce Puntenney, Tom Edmondson, LaToya Easterwood.  
*Back row:* Shad Rowland, Cody Snowberg, Mitch Jones, Brad Hewitt, Erik Morris, Tresie Foster.

**Ecology Sophomores**

*Front row:* Rory McConnell, Wendy Collene, Josh Thoompson, David Joiner.  
*Middle row:* Chris Cunningham, Jenny Jones, mikole French, Nicole Petica.  
*Back row:* Evan Burow, Scott Hagedorn, Neil Wachter, Mike Howe.
**FHA**

**Front row:** LaToya Easterwood, Syreeta Anderson, Tynisha Watson, Krashinda McGee, LaTricia Nelson, LaResha Venerable. **Middle row:** Kelli Richardson, Katherine Shields, Lynettea Diggs, Mandy Wilcox, Stephanie Kivett, Mary Sickman, Amy Jordan, Mary Steinbacher. **Back row:** Martha Chandley, Tony Brown, Lloyd Anderson, Liz Asten, Jennifer Craven.

**Key Club**

**Front row:** Amanda Lukens, Megan McGinnis, Kelli Courtney, Bobbie Jo Higinbotham, Jaime Kernaghan, Michael Wheeler, Michelle Whisman. **Second row:** Annie Minton, Sarah Malec, Darla Schierbaum, Deana Spartan, Scott Mathia, Bryce Puntenney, Anthony Springfield. **Third row:** Megan Scheidt, LaTricia Nelson, Amy Surprise, LaSonya Easterwood, Melanie Wise, Mitchell Jones, Joe Wood, Erik Morris. **Back row:** Carley Pierson, Noelle Barger, Jamie Holman.

**Youth Alive**

**Front row:** Jody Souders, Angela Beeley, Christi Irish, David Freiner, Mitchell Jones, Megan Nelson. **Back row:** Stacey Rogers, Sarah Malec, Deana Spartan, Darla Schierbaum, Jamie Holman, Tanya Brady, Anthony Springfield.
**Pow Wow**


---

**Multi Media**


---

**Totem Pole**

**Student Council**

**Front row:** Lorenzo Knight, Kelli Courtney, Megan Herring, Carla Knight, Kim Orahood, Aria Duran. **Second row:** Amy Sorensen, Amber Wilson, Rachel Adair, Michelle Whisman, Noelle Barger, Nicole Perica, Rebecca Erickson. **Third row:** Jason Wilhite, Rob Neal, Joe Wood, Wes Uhl, Carie Bush, Geri Miller, Chris Thom, Megan Schenid. **Back row:** Jason Brown, Chris Gilrath, Jenny Jones, Anthony Springfield, Jim Hunsinger.

**Peer**


**Mock Trial**

**Front row:** Jim Hunsinger, Mike Breneman, Carla Knight, Kim Orahood, Christi Irish, Joy Beerkamp. **Back row:** Margo Jacobs, Brian Randall, Dennis Engler, Bryce Pustenney, Amanda Coleman, Chris Gilrath, Geri Miller.
**Rotary Award Winners**

**Front row:** Jennifer Luttrell (Commercial), Hoang Tran (Science), Christi Irish (Foreign Language).  
**Back row:**  
Amanda Coleman (Mathematics), Andy Steinbacher (Industrial Arts), Tracy Sollner (Social Science), Megan Herring (Literature & English), Kenneth Tewell.

**State Journalism Contestants**  
Tricia Sellers, Grant Generaus, Rob Neal, Angela Catron.

---

**Ardys Kenyan Honored for 25 Years As Kayette Sponsor**

**Kenyan Has Silver Anniversary**

During her career at BSHS, Ardys Kenyan has been Kayette sponsor and, therefore, has worked with hundreds of students in a capacity other than her usual teaching and counseling positions. To help her celebrate such a history, the Kayettes had a surprise party for her during one of the club’s last meetings of the school year. She was joined by former co-sponsor Georgia Pettis and current co-sponsor Deena French. To commerate the event, offices put together a poster featuring pictures of Mrs. Kenyan through the years. With the poster are Mrs. Pettis, Mrs. French, Heather Dunn, Kim Orahood and Mrs. Kenyan.
*CLAY CREATIONS* Molding a masterpiece, senior Sarah Malec creates another work of art.
•EXCUSE ME? Staring in disbelief and amazement, Steve Cook's chemistry class seriously attempts to comprehend the day's lesson.

•FAMILY TIES Caring enough to send the very best, Linda Orangkhadivi greets her son Sammy, junior, with birthday wishes.
"My student aide is a capable math student who can do a variety of tasks that make my life easier."

--Bob Caldwell

"I have found student aides most helpful with the day-to-day computer work and bulletin board cut-outs which are very time consuming. My aides are, also, friends with whom I can chat when there is down time."

--Jane McGraw

**Willing to Help**

Even though B.A. Mauldin, above, finds getting down on bended knee an increasingly difficult job, he, nevertheless, pitches in to help senior Tim Clarrey store math books for the summer. Clarrey did more than manual labor for Mr. Mauldin as he would, also, grade papers and, on occasion, help a struggling student.

**Giving Instructions**

Before senior Calvin Bibbs starts to grade some math papers, Bob Caldwell can't resist making a few comments to get Bibbs off to a good start. Working with Brother Bob frequently proves to be a challenge for Bibbs as, is widely known, Mr. Caldwell sometimes likes to lead a student on a merry chase.
AIDES’ ASSIGNMENTS

DEMAND DIFFERENT SKILLS

To be an aide, a student must have teacher permission to enroll in a given hour with that instructor. The student, then, receives 1/4 credit per semester in return.

For the most part, however, student aides will admit that they feel that they get more than credit in return for helping a teacher. Not only do they gain a sense of responsibility, but they usually gain the teacher’s respect and friendship as well.

Teachers rely on aides to assist them with the mundane, routine chores of teaching while the aides rely on teachers to trust them, share knowledge with them, offer advice when needed, teach them some of the “tricks of the trade.”

• Going High Tech
Working with Doug Kapeller in the tech lab, senior Theresa Culter gets the opportunity to work with a variety of hardware and software.

• Word Processing
Preparing assignment sheets, reports, etc. for Jane McGraw requires that junior Jennifer Howard demonstrate proficiency in using the MicroSoft Word program. Suffering from a degree of computer phobia, Mrs. McGraw relies heavily on Howard.

• Creating Plans
To be of service to instructor Jim Bonar, senior Charlie Beets has to hone his computer-aided drawing skills.

• Digging in
Not all work done by aides is mental as senior Kendra Deeter has learned. During her hour with Martha Chandley, she helps collect cans for FHA, the club Mrs. Chandley sponsors.
• **One Last Hangin' Out Time!**

Ready to take that final walk, a group of good friends gather to exchange plans for the evening, including Project Grad.

• **Making a Mess**

Rolling out her clay, Rachel DeLeon completes step #1 of her pottery project.
Fully Outfitted

Toting everything a soon-to-be graduate needs, Michael Harvey seems more than happy, as his smile would indicate, to depart the hallowed halls of BSHS.
'95 Graduates Receive Financial Assistance

• KCKCC Scholars

• Four-Year Scholars
Some students receiving four-year scholarships are those pictured to the left. Front row: Michelle Whisman, Rachel Adair, Noelle Barger. Back row: Branda Long, John Casey, Monica Stinnett, Jason Wilhite, Kendall Payne.

• Local Scholarship Winners
Soon-to-Be-Grads Prepare Early for Spring Exit

• Sharing a Commons Experience
Remembering the old-fashioned elementary group pictures, a group of randomly-selected seniors take time to have a somewhat formal class portrait.

• Summer in January
Taking a break, William Shomaker, above left, basks in the warmth of a mid-winter day as temperatures climb to near sixty.

• Top Truck
Shannon Felix presents his winning 1987 Chevy S-10.

• Practicing Patience
At mid point of third quarter, Patrick Kelley, Andre Doss, Lisa Longstaff, Leslie Leiker and James Cunningham check Noe Barger's official countdown.

• Yellow Gravy
Never learning the secret of yellow gravy, Michael Wheeler remains uncertain.

• Seeking Information
Craig Leach and Jason Bergkamp meet with a college rep during lunch.
Recognizing the '95 Favorites

Ninety-Fivers Select Leading Classmates

Some seniors stand out due to special talents or achievements & are honored by their class friends.

• MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Checking out the stock report in the latest edition of the Wall Street Journal, Amy Soronson and Rob Neal, above, establish a habit which will help them fulfill their prophecy.

• MOST TALENTED
Striking a dramatic pose, Edith Richards and Anthony Springfield stay in character as they exhibit some of the flair which earned them recognition as outstanding performers.
Superlative '95 Senior Performances

• **Most Athletic**
  Pumping iron, Angelica Suffren and Scott Mathia, above left, work on their conditioning.

• **Most Humorous**
  With a sly grin, the usually sardonic Tim Starks gives into the jocular joking of Angie Holliday and allows himself a moment of amusement.

• **Most Friendly**
  Always happy to greet others, Chelsea Kindler and Kelvin Venerable, above, have smiles familiar to everyone at BSHS.

• **Most Fashionable**
  Decked out in the latest in campus attire, Lorenzo Knight and Kelli Courtney, left, helped establish trends during their high school years.
Rachel Adair
Kayron Anderson
Jenny Atkins
Noelle Barger

Charlie Beets
Sean Bell
Jason Bergkamp
Calvin Bibbs

Patrick Brady
Michael Breneman
Jacob Bukaty
Amy Burns

Denise Burris
Staci Butler
Aaron Caldwell
Melissa Canfield

Shane Cannon
John Casey
Brian Clark
Timothy Clarrey
Kelly Claxton
Jason Closser
Jason Collins
Kelli Courtney

Michael Crooks
Tera Crumrine
Theresa Culter
James Cunningham

Kendra Deeter
Rachel DeLeon
Andre Doss
Donnavean Drydale

Heather Dunn
Steven Egnor
Grant Generaux
Diandra Greer

Andy Grudniewski
Tammy Hadley
Jamey Hagerty
Charlie Hart
Selecting the '95 Joe & Jane

Candidates Return to Childhood

Mr. Rogers helps reveal reasons for Joe/Jane candidates' history of achievements in all-school assembly.

• Spirited Joe & Jane
  Full of pep, Patrick Brady and Chelsea Kindler earn the 1995 honor with their amusing antics.

• Mighty Morphin Masters of Ceremonies
  TeePee Talker Jason Wilhite interviews Mr. Rogers (Shane Westrup) and Prof. Brainwave (Michael Breneman). After Brainwave says that to understand why these nominees are so talented, one must seek information from the past, Mr. Rogers takes everyone back to the early elementary years.
Outstanding Seniors Take Center Stage

- **Demonstrating Stage Presence**
  Bursting forth with a rendition of *Itsy, Bitsy Spider*, Lorenzo Knight and Edith Richards, left, truly feel young again.

- **Knowing the Answer**
  Reaching for the sky, Amy Sorensen is excited to know the answers to all of the complicated first-grade questions.

- **Willing to Help**
  Quick to come to the aid of Miss Ding Dong (Rachel Adair), Amber Wilson and Anthony Springfield deliver the milk.

- **Reviewing Strategy**
  Angelica Suffren and Scott Mathia, below left, go over their game plan.
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Planning for the 21st Century

Seniors Indicate Post-Graduation Intentions

44% 4-Year College
25% 2-Year College
12% Undecided
6% VoTech
5% Military
4% Work
4% Other

On-the-Job Training

Members of KCK Police Explorer Post 2318, Chris Scholtz and Jason Closser, above right, often spend their weekends getting practical experience in law enforcement. At the All Care Animal Hospital, Amy Burns assists Dr. Verona Chaffin during an examination of Buttons. Hoping to enter the field of sports medicine, trainer Jenny Atkins takes advantage of the opportunity to perfect her ankle-wrapping technique as she prepares Kayron Anderson for a practice session.
Class of '95 Advises Juniors:
Prepare for Sr. Year!

“Understanding that money is needed your senior year, I agree that many students need a job, yet the advice I offer is—Do not work late or long hours. It is extremely hard to keep up with school when you can’t stay awake.”

--Maria Murphy

“It’ll get tough, but that’s life. Whatever you do, don’t give up; that’s just a cop-out. You owe it to yourself to be stronger than that.”

--Angelica Suffren

“Start filling out applications for college and scholarships EARLY and take it seriously.”

--Chelsea Kindler

“Make everything be your choice; don’t let someone else make your decisions.”

--Charlie Beets

“If you plan to go to college, do all you can to research them and find out all you can. Above all, keep your options open”

--Lorenzo Knight

“Put more effort into your Float!”

--Branda Long

• Ahead of Time
Following her own advice, Heather Dunn, above left, tends to the task of collecting attendance cards soon after the bell rings. “Don’t save everything for the last minute. Do things as they come up.”

• Reviewing Early Lessons
“That poster is right. All you really need to know, you learned in kindergarten,” observes Joshua Luke as he suggests that juniors put those lessons to good use next year.

• Fighting Temptation
Michael O’Leary talks with senior sponsor Roger Mignot about the cost of senior novelty items. “Get a job! Save plenty of money! Lots of things will come your way, and you’ll need lots of money to pay for them,” he urges.

• Honoring Friendship
“Don’t wait until the end to tell your friends what you should have told them a long time ago,” states Rachel Adair. Below, Adair, Michelle Whisman, Amber Wilson and Amy Sorensen take a break.
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Survey Results Reveal Strong Attitudes

Seniors hold back little as they respond to questions about wide range of BSHS-related subjects.

What Message to Be Read in Ten Years Would You Leave Yourself?

BAD HAIR DAY

Having a truly hair-raising experience, Branda Long holds tight to a Van DeGraaf generator as she contemplates her message, “Just answer me! Did I ever really need physics?”

DETERMINED

Looking forward to coming years, Tera Crumrine promises to remember her advice, “Don’t change for ANYONE!”
Expressing Themselves with Candor

• Favorable Toward Progress Reports
Only 23% of the seniors consider progress reports a bad idea while 33% view them as a good idea and 39% think of them as OK. "It's nice to know what you're making half way through the quarter, but very few of the reports get to the parents," said Bryan Passler, left with business instructor John Heckathorne. Expressing the minority opinion, Amber Wilson states, "Part of what high school is supposed to teach is responsibility. Having progress reports fails to teach us that."

• Conferences Rapped
Over half of the Class of '95 do not favor the newly-initiated parent-teacher conferences. "We are too old for our parents to visit with our teachers," commented Carl Schulte. On the other hand, Bobbie Jo Higginbotham doesn't mind the conference. "They're OK, but only when your teacher says good things about you," states Higginbotham, left with science instructor Steve Cook and her mother, Glenda Higginbotham. Most seniors, however, do see one positive about the conference. "It's nice to get out of school," concended Michael Wheeler as he expressed the main positive registered by his classmates.

• Boring!
Unappreciative of anything which bores them, seniors have negative reactions to the hour-long classes and twice-weekly reading periods. When asked to list the most boring thing about high school, the majority of seniors mentioned the long classes. "When I have nothing to do in class, I can't find things to keep me busy," said Mary Steinbacher, left. In the minority about reading period, members of Nancy Yankovich's English class settle in for a literary adventure. Jamie Holman, however, reflected the most popular view of 52% when she said, "All we do is look at magazines for 15 minutes or listen to gossip."
Seniors Who Serve
Officers Strive for Memorable Year

President
Michelle Whisman

Vice President
Chelsea Kindler
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Kelli Courtney
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StuCo Reps Focus on Government

Representative
Lorenzo Knight

Representative
Mike Breneman

Representative
Rachel Adair

Representative
John Casey

64/Senior Officers
Out the Door... to Return No More!

Ready for a change of routine, members of the Class of '95 banged close their lockers on Thursday, May 11, and, with arms full of mementoes, fled to freedom from the rigors of the public school system. Looking forward to attending college, learning a trade or starting a job, they bid BSHS friends farewell.

**Final Gathering**
Checking out with each other, Tynisha Watson, Calvin Bibbs and Kelvin Venerable exchange fond farewells.

**Patiently Waiting**
After waiting thirteen years, Michael Crooks, below, is more than happy to wait just a few more minutes to check out his cap and gown.

**Cleaning Out**
Cramming the remains of their senior year into bags and recycling bins, seniors leave little behind. Ignoring the kibitzing of Howie Stanley and Bryan Mosher, Rob Neal, above left, fills his back pack.

**Gathering the Gang**
Flashing their pearly whites, Branda Long, Amanda Long, Marla Murphy, Jenny Atkins and Edith Richards, far left, think ahead to their Las Vegas trip.

**Look at Me!**
Excited to be graduating at last, Melissa Canfield is bursting with pride.

**Loaded with Memories**
With their minds full of memories, Megan McGinnis, Theresa Konoval ski and Kelly Claxton end their final day at BSHS.
May 14 is Night to Remember!

**Soon-to-Be Grads Gather**
Anxious to get the proceedings started, Chris Zimmerman, Jason Bergkamp, Michael O'Leary, Paul Shatto, Patricia O'Hare, Michael Breneman and Grant Generaux arrive early so that they can make sure on which side to wear their tassels.

**Good Guys Wear Black**
Decked out in their graduation gowns, Andy Grudniewski, Chris Scholtz, Jason Closser and Kendall Payne wish that the school were already air conditioned.

**Classmates & Chums**
Friends for years, Theresa Culter, Chris Cunningham, Tera Crumrine, Donna Drydale, Rachel DeLeon and Andre Doss feel mixed emotions as they anticipate breaking up the old gang.
THE END OF AN ERA
As the procession begins, Mary Steinbacher, Tim Starks and Howie Stanley, left, can't resist a grin. A more somber, Angelica Suffren and Courtney Stubbs keep the pace. Wishing for sunglasses, Jenny Woodward, Melanie Wise and Amber Wilson battle the glare.

ENTERING THE STADIUM
Looking for friends and relatives, Grant Generaux, Diandra Greer, Andy Grudniewski, Jamey Hagerty and Charlie Hart approach their assigned seats.

ON THE LAST LAP
Coming into the final turn of the track, Staci Butler, Aaron Caldwell, Melissa Canfield, Shane Cannon, John Casey and Brian Clark hope that the formal ceremony goes quickly so that the real celebrating can begin.

RESPECTFULLY LISTENING
Members of the Class of '95 give their full attention to the Commencement speakers.
• CHECKING OUT
Trading their robes for their diplomas, Michael Newton and Pat Brady, above left, watch Deena French find their documents while Chuck Poling, right, neatly folds his gown.

• GOOD JOB!
As senior sponsor and guidance counselor, Roger Mignot is especially happy to see students successfully complete their high school careers. He offers his best wishes to Tim Wyrick, left, and Mauletha Reiss, right.
Delighted by the idea that he no longer has to worry about the attendance policy, Aaron Caldwell looks for his station. Thinking he's making a pretty good trade, Grant Generaux swaps a piece of synthetic cloth for a real "sheepskin." No longer BSHS students, Andy Grudniweski and Chris Zimmerman happily look forward to moving onward and upward.

Project Graduation

• Free at Last!

• Placing Their Bets
Choosing between the black and the red numbers can sometimes prove a difficult choice, but Sean Bell and Monica Stinnett seem confident in their selections.

• In the Chips
While Jaime Kernaghan looks doubtful, Charlie Beets shows Shane Westrub his winnings and gets ready to beat the dealer one more time.

• Garbed in Goggles
Following the rules of safety, Amber Wilson and Amy Sorensen protect their eyes before taking to the racket ball court.
**Learning By Osmosis**

Testing the theory that one truly can learn while sleeping, Mitch Jones, above, stretches his imagination during his own version of individual study.

**Testing a Theory**

Beginning their unit on the algebraic concept of inverse and direct variation, Tim Johnson, Gray VonFriedley and Ricky McMurtrey participate in an introductory "spring" project.
Determined to expand his balloon as well as his about-to-explode lungs, Eli High gets puffy cheeked as he huffs and he puffs to displace air during a chemistry experiment.
Junior Leaders

**Class Officers**
Front row: Kim Orahooood and Wes Uhl. Back row: Joe Wood and Chris

**Stu-Co Reps**
Megan Schiadt and Carla Knight.
Juniors Not Pictured in Class Panels

• Between Classes
Stopping by the office to get some information, Dennis Engler, left, waits for Mrs. Kimbrough to help him. On his way to his sixth hour class, Jason Indorf flaunts his multi-colored hair.
Juniors Ready to Join Forces to Produce Another

**Spraying Away**
Getting ready to roast the bears, Wes Uhl and Jennifer Luttrell prepare logs for the fire.

**Lady Bikers**
Dressed in leather and rags, Tara Spencer and Kelly Day "tough it out" during a long day of school on Spirit Week's Biker Day.

**Ready to Show Off**
Juniors proudly display their work before the Homecoming parade. They are ready to Shiska-Bear!
Prize-Winning Homecoming Float

- **Number One**
  Raising spirit down Oak Street, a truckload of juniors shout chants about their class to anyone who will listen. Jery Salb, Amy Surprise, Megan Scheidt, Shana Forrest, Amanda Coleman and Diana Platt scream from the spirit truck.

- **Flag Corp Friends**
  After the parade, Lynceyta Diggs and LaTricia Nelson make a bright day brighter with their smiles.
Juniors Participate in Classes, Activities

*Tea Time*
During his Child Development class, D.L. Schierbaum plays dishes with two of his visitors.

*Butterflies*
Prior to their trying out for Channel 1, Tricia Sellers, Diana Platt and Bryce Puntenney try to calm their nerves and remember their lines.
Accompanied by Aaron Rose, Tanya Brady replenishes herself with a thirst-quenching slice of watermelon.

Jennifer Luttrell escorts Erin Hall, who has just donated a pint of blood, to the recovery station.

Adding a feather to his masque, Shad Rowland completes his costume for the French class Mardi Gras celebration.
• **WAITING FOR INSPIRATION**
While classmate Jim Wainwright draws diligently, Anson Arnett contemplates how to make his air-brush project uniquely his.

• **BUSTING WITH PRIDE**
Waiting for their cues, Kelli "Dolly" Richardson and Carla Day prepare to give the performance of their lives in a skit for Connie Henry's English class.
Juniors Express Their Individual Personalities

• Picture of Patience
Enthralled with the action during the Powder Puff game, Nathan Hylton and Wesley Uhl pay close attention to every move on the field.

• Statue of Liberty Wannabe?
With his crown of spiked hair, Cody Snowberg leaves a lasting impression on his classmates the final day of the '94-'95 school year.

• Leader of the People
At the Homecoming pep rally, Kelly Day steps forward to encourage the crowd to let the team hear their cheers.
• MAKING THEIR MARK
Preparing a time line for "Contents of the Dead Man's Pockets," Amy Donahue, Christina Fry, Shawn Cunliffe, Sunshine Peterman and Mary Sweet provide evidence that collaborative learning is truly interesting.

• SEEKING KNOWLEDGE
Searching for scientific answers to everyday problems, David Freiner, Aaron Meier, Sean Sells, Chris Elliott, Rory McConnell and Brandon Fisher combine their efforts in Chuck Davis's biology class.
Dumping out end-of-the-year trash into the recycling bin, Justin Starnes demonstrates that students are becoming more resourceful.
Sophomore Leaders

Class Officers

Stu-Co Representatives
Alex Chisholm
Richard Clark
Jenny Coleman
Wendy Collene
Kevin Cook

Brandy Coonce
Jennifer Craven
Lisa Cullen
Shawn Cunliffe
Chris Cunningham

Cambry Cushman
Malea Day
Jenné DeLeon
Heather Delladio
Dynell Dixon

Amy Donahue
Corey Doss
Asia Duran
Chris Elliott
Dennis Engler

Sophomores Not Pictured in Class Panels

Clara Sybrant
Nick Springer and Randy Elliott
Amy Jordan and Genger Zaring
Sophomores Display Spirit By Building Float &

- **Doin' Their Stuff**
  Preparing the float's dummy. Heather Delladio, Amy Ashford, Neil Wachtler and Jenny Coleman work on their straw man.

- **Sticky Fingers**
  Playing in papier mache, Jamie Rowland and Annie Mintner stick together as they work as a team to complete the float by parade time.

- **Class Pride**
  Some of the sophomores who worked diligently on the float, beam with pleasure as they put their work of art on display for judging in the high school parking lot.
Participating in Their First Homecoming Festivities

• Keep on Truckin'
Getting into the spirit of Homecoming, sophomores cheer the class of '97 as they travel down Oak Street. Cambrey Cushman, Chrisie Smith, Erica Anderson, Kim Potter and Heather Lynn get pumped up.

• Post-Parade Break
After walking a couple of miles, Holli Taylor and Shannon Loncar welcome the opportunity to catch their breath.
Sophomores Explore Different Subjects

*Six Trait Time*
Besides doing other assignments, Chris Wood's English students spend hours in the Mac lab as they prepare to submit their papers for a six-trait writing assessment.

*Metal Work*
In crafts class, Linda Horvath helps Kristie Sellers and Angie Wheeler with the bracelets they are making.
• Getting Down to the Bare Bones of the Matter
Practicing tactile learning, Michael Nelson and Scott Jackson discover what man is really made of as Jamie Rowland and Amy Ashford stand ready to pick up the pieces should disaster strike.

• Fossils from the Kaw
Examining a collection of fossils and bones discovered along the banks of the Kansas River, Anna Willmon, Marcus Birzer, Ginger Zaring, Amanda Wilcox and Shannon Trowbridge get in touch with the past.
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Classmates Work Together Well

*Group Work*
Combining their skills, Erica Anderson, Josh Thompson, Josh Moulin and Chrissy Smith list descriptive details from a short story which they read in English class. Students frequently work in groups to complete an assignment so that they can experience the benefits of sharing ideas.
Sophos Adapt to BSHS Life

• Friends & Food
Using their lunch period as a time to catch up on the latest as well as time to ingest nourishment, Bryan Wise and Chris Elliott, above left, find a quiet spot away from the noisy cafeteria.

• Snack Time
Amazed that the snack machines are so accessible, Kim Brown, above right, tells Claudia Luna all about her favorite junk foods.

• Bright Student
While decorating Mrs. Jacobs' classroom, Annie Mintner gets carried away and lights up John Carter.

• Class Pride
Following his Bonner Invitational race, Doug Landrum accepts congratulations from classmates Tyler Scott and Neil Wachter.
• **Faculty Meeting**
At least twice a month, staffers gather to receive instructions about new policies, current problems, etc. Ted Stephens, Jane McGraw, Jim Bonar, Chip Ahern, Bob Caldwell, Elsie Hughes and Chuck Davis listen to the latest information.

• **Staying Focused**
Despite the "late" hour, Connie Henry, Patsy Melius and Marsha Nelson muster up sufficient energy to remain mentally alert during another after-school meeting.
**A MAN OF ACTION**

Getting into his lectures, first-year teacher Tony Helfrich illustrates the meaning of his lessons by sharing some real-life stories with his students.
Board of Education

Ready to monitor the implementation of the building improvements made possible by the '94 bond issue, members of the USD #204 Board of Education look forward to providing better learning facilities for the district's students. **Front row:** John Marxen, Alice Jenkins, Judy Pickell and Jim Finley. **Back row:** Don Craven, Lewis Wood, Pat Wheeler, Cliff Brents and Jim Shepherd.

**New Leaders Guide B.S.H.S.**

Taking over the leadership of BSHS, former assistant principal Bob VanMaren wasted no time in moving forward. During his first year as principal, VanMaren was instrumental in working with the faculty to design a new schedule and to create new classes for the coming school year.

Coming from the Shawnee Mission system, Rick Lander stepped in to the assistant principal position and spent his first year gathering data to support revising the attendance policy and establishing an alternative-learning situation for next year.

Bob VanMaren
Principal

Rick Lander
Assistant Principal
Retirees Receive Recognition

FACULTY FUN TIME
Following a special faculty meeting to honor the '95 retirees, physical education instructor Freda Reynolds, business teacher Ted Stephens and secretary Mary Kimbrough smile as they remember being roasted by their peers.

Three Staff Members Anticipate Relaxing, Being with Family During Retirement Years

Freda Reynolds
Physical Education

Just as the members of the Class of '95 went on to different places and different activities, so did three favorite staff members move onward. Freda Reynolds, Ted Stephens and Mary Kimbrough took early retirement to pursue their dreams, relax a little and be with family.

After 32 years at BSHS and 33 years of teaching physical education, Mrs. Reynolds said she looks forward to doing LOTS of fishing and traveling with her husband John. They have purchased a new truck to haul their new trailer so that they can be on the road as much as they choose.

Even though she is looking forward to seeking new horizons, Mrs. Reynolds will, naturally, miss being at her desk when next year’s school bell rings. Working with students has been the focus of her life for so long that she will find it difficult to adjust to not dealing with kids.

Although he may be in the halls as an occasional substitute, Mr. Stephens, a business teacher for 32 years, plans to hit the road and attend as many auctions and garage sales as he can find. Collecting has been a longtime hobby of his, and he looks forward to adding to the assortment of interesting articles he has gathered over the years.

Besides working with students in the classroom, Mr. Stephens attended most of the school events as he was the extra-duty coordinator and had to be on hand to make sure that all the gates were covered, tickets were available, etc. He firmly believes that the greatest reward of teaching is getting to know so many young men and women.

Announcements will sound different next year because Mrs. Kimbrough, secretary for 16 years, will be working with younger children next year, her grandchildren for whom she will be caring.

Every student who has passed through these halls at one time or another became acquainted with Mrs. Kimbrough, so she has become a well-known person in the Bonner-Edwardsville community.

All three retirees mentioned that they will miss the BSHS family and that they take with them many fond memories.

Ted Stephens
Business

Mary Kimbrough
Secretary
Ardys Kenyan
Steve Ketchum
Bryan Langley
Mike Leonard
Mike Maloun

Johnny Matlock
B.A. Mauldin
Tim McGinnis
Jane McGraw
Patsy Melius

Roger Mignot
Marsha Nelson
Linda Orangkhadivi
Freda Reynolds
Pam Schultz

Pat Sheley
Ted Stephens
Chris Wood
Nancy Yankovich

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE THROUGH EDUCATION

*COOKS* Teresa Smith, Ida Bell Campbell, Kim Wendt, Linda Reed, Rose Swearingen, Carla Cline

*CUSTODIANS* Bill Moran, Gilbert Fish, John Hernandez, Argus Cannon, DeWayne Kerby
STUDENTS

Focus on Learning Styles

Teachers Recognize Need for Variety

MATHEMATICS IN MOTION
During Ann Decker’s geometry class, Josh Thompson, Jim Hunsinger, Carie Bush and Brian Randall become acquainted with inscribed angles and intercepted arcs of circles by using twine to create their own examples of those circle components.

The Brain Functions in Mysterious Ways

Linguistic
The linguistic learner likes words and can argue, persuade, entertain or instruct through the use of language, written or spoken, and tends to learn by taking notes. Such a learner is likely to become a journalist, storyteller, poet, lawyer or novelist.

Logical-Mathematical
This style of learner likes numbers and logic and can reason, sequence, think in terms of cause-effect, look for conceptual regularities or numerical patterns and frequently makes charts of assigned material. The logical-mathematical learner is likely to become a scientist, accountant or computer programmer.

Spatial
Someone who learns spatially thinks in pictures and images and can visualize vivid details, sketch ideas graphically and become oriented in three-dimensional space easily. The spatial learner might become an architect, photographer, artist, pilot, engineer or designer.

Musical
One with musical intelligence feels the beat and has a good ear, can sing in tune, keeps time, likes to listen to different kinds of music and likes to learn by creating rhythmical memory aids. He/she might become a composer, singer, pianist, orchestra conductor or disk jockey.

Bodily-Kinesthetic
This type of learner likes to move and is a hands-on person. He/she might become an athlete, craftsman, mechanic or carpenter.

Interpersonal
An interpersonal learner is a people person and is compassionate, socially responsible but may also, be manipulative. Such a person may become an administrator or a social director.

Intrapersonal
A loner, the intrapersonal learner is independent, goal directed, intensely self-disciplined and can easily understand various emotional states. Such a learner may become a counselor, self-employed businessman, theologian.
THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO LEARN

• SPATIALLY TALENTED
Filling a void with illustrative figures, junior Giordana Rock works on her masking airbrush assignment.

• DEEP IN THOUGHT
Taking notes, junior Jessica Dressler, below left, uses the linguistic approach to sorting and storing information.

• ON HIS OWN
Amid the scientific paraphernalia in Steve Cook's chemistry classroom, junior David Espinoza, below right, works intrapersonally to unlock some of the mysteries of complex solutions.

• CHARTING A COURSE
Relying on the logical-mathematical approach to committing data to memory, sophomore Heather Delladio, above left, reviews her chart for Chuck Davis's biology class.

• KEEPING THE BEAT
While working on a project in Linda Horvath's art class, sophomore Rick Harvey lets some music help him get the rhythm of drawing.

• SHARING THE LOAD
Sophomores Brandy Coonce and Rashell Ridenour find it easier to work with someone while examining slides in biology and, therefore, take the interpersonal approach to learning.
Classwork
Focuses on Special Assignments.

Research Proves Change in Approach Increases Learning

• RESEARCHING AT KCKCC
At the invitation of the KCKCC library, social studies teacher Jane McGraw and English teacher Nancy Yankovich took their classes to the campus to use the more advanced research facilities. Even though the BSHS library is online with ShareNet and has other research-ready resources, students were able to tap into even more services during their information highway field trip.

• ABOUT TO EXPLODE!
Curious to discover the mysteries of a volcano, sophomores Brian Shatto and Brian Randall work with Pam Schultz to build a working model. Built to scale, the volcano in its final stages represented a work of art as well as a science project. In Mrs. Schultz's classes, students have a variety of hand-on assignments during the year, including a major undertaking when they repainted her classroom with information about the planets.

• FEEL LIKE WALKING ON AIR
To develop a better understanding of the laws of physics, seniors Pat Brady and Travis Morgan prepare to test their version of a hydroplane. Morgan, anxious to zip across the Commons, adjusts the air flow direction as Brady gets the "plane" in position for lift off.
Creative Craftsmen

In woodworking, sophomore Scott Jackson works on a pine gum gun case while sophomore Chris Cunningham finishes an oak curio cabinet. Displaying his finished product, junior Tony Novich feels good about his oak coffee table.

On Target

Aiming spray at his patterns, junior John Hadley works on his airbrush project while senior Michael O’Leary gets some pointers.

Snake Charmers

Checking on the condition of the biology reptilian resident, juniors Dennis Engler and Rocky Davis let a garter snake slide and slither.

Chemical Cleanliness

Seniors Michael Wheeler and Michelle Whisman ply their trade of making soap in chemistry class.

Photo Finish

Photo Art students Kevin Cook, Kelli Richardson, David Joiner, Leon McGee and Tara Spencer dry their prints.
Educators Choose Teaching for One Main Reason

Obviously, it's not for money. It's not for public praise. It's not for short hours. It's not even for prestige.

Teachers teach because they want to help kids succeed!

Teachers spend summers taking workshops, attending college classes, preparing lesson plans and establishing outcomes in order to improve their teaching talents.

Teachers sacrifice their personal time to help their students succeed.

A student's success is a teacher's greatest reward!

• Captive Audience
Math instructor Bob Caldwell guides his students to an understanding of the magic of numbers on a variety of levels from basic math to calculus.

• Enhancing Learning
Preparing her class to take note of certain changes in the story's content, English instructor Nancy Yankovich starts a video version of a work of literature the students have read in class.

• One-on-One Instruction
Working with the home ec department's computer equipment, Martha Chandley gives Liz Asten pointers on using a new program.
A TEACHER'S TARGET IS ESTABLISHING LIFE SKILLS

Integrity...Common Sense...Organization...Effort...Responsibility...Caring...Friendship...Cooperation...Patience...Flexibility...Sense of Humor

• WORKING TOGETHER
Sometimes an instructor learns from a student, especially in the growing field of technology. Trying to meet a deadline, Pow Wow adviser Jill Holder and senior Grant Generaux combine efforts to design a graphic by using new software program purchased for the Macintosh lab. Such cooperation serves students in later life.

• PROM PRACTICE
Former BSHS home economics teacher and current USD #204 director of inservice, Sharrilyn Ronacki maintains an interest in classroom activities and, therefore, returns each year to talk with Ardy's Kenan's classes about the manners of dining out. Her instruction emphasizes caring not only for one's dinner partner but for the other patrons as well.

• ONE-ON-ONE
The theory of one-on-one works as well in the classroom as it does on the basketball court, so John Heckathorne frequently singles out a student to give individual instruction during a class period. He encourages his students to practice patience and not to give up on a program without trying all alternatives.

• A TEACHER'S REWARD
One of the favorite times for BSHS staff members is the night of graduation, and those teachers who help distribute diplomas feel a certain sense of accomplishment as they congratulate former students on their success. Mike Howe is pleased to offer his best wishes to BSHS alum Bryan Passler and to recognize how well Passler's effort paid off during his years at the high school.

ONE GENERATION'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS IS REFLECTED IN THE NEXT GENERATION.
DEMANDING RESPECT  Demonstrating his strength, senior Tim "Moose" Wyrick rips down a rebound.
Demonstrating their versatility, senior Jake Mayhugh and junior Lionel Groves display their love for athletics.

Strike a Pose Entertaining the student body, the Dance Team makes a captivating comeback to Bonner Springs High School.
Coaches' Comment

"We set out to improve each and every week. In the long run, we spent most of this year learning to compete. There was great support from the students, staff and community. We had large crowds at all of the home games. The enthusiasm was high and very loud."

--Chip Ahern

Head Football Coach

*Outstanding Players*

All-Huron League
Scott Mathia

Honorable Mention
Charles Hart
Scott Maynard

All-Kansan
Scott Mathia

Honorable Mention
Charles Hart
Scott Maynard

All-Metro

Honorable Mention
Scott Mathia

•Got Ya!
Hoping to cause a fumble, sophomore Brian Hurt reaches for the pigskin as he brings down the ball carrier.

•Helpful Hints
The Braves listen intently as Coaches Chip Ahern and Lew Kasselman instruct them on how to adapt to the opponents' game plan.

•A Moment of Peace
Anticipating the next play, the defensive line concentrates on their assignments.
• **Avoiding a Sack**
  Using his leg strength, senior Scott Mathia pulls away from a would-be tackler as he searches for someone to who to pitch the ball.

• **I Got It! I got it!**
  Calling for the ball, junior Leon McGee circles back to help out a trapped quarterback.

• **Double Whammy**
  After breaking through the line, Braves swarm the ball carrier and keep him from gaining yardage.

---

**Give Us Your Best Shot**


**Second Row:** L. McGee, J. Miller, A. Arnett, J. Harrington, S. Mathia, E. High, P. Watson, S. Richardson, C. Lane, D. Parker, J. Starnes, C. Thom

**Third Row:** S. Jackson, R. Smith, S. Ketchum, L. Kasselman, D. Long, C. Ahern, T. Hellrich, J. Douglas, T. McGinnis, D. Shupe


---

Football/105
Bravettes Volleyball: Serves, Spikes & Wins

Coach's Comments

"We finished with a 19-15 record. Very good enthusiasm every year helps us keep the winning tradition that has been going on for 15 years. Our girls are always wonderful and strive for that winning tradition year after year."

--Shirley Vaughn
Coach

*Outstanding Players*

All-Huron League
1st Team
Carla Knight
Liz Spaar
Monica Stinnett
Honorable Mention
Erin Hall
All-Kansan
Carla Knight

•Take That!
Proving that birds aren't the only ones who can fly, junior Carla Knight soars above the net as she prepares to spike the ball.

•Which Way Did It Go?
Although the Bravettes tried relentlessly to block the ball, it was not enough to save the point each time.

•Wow! Did You See That?
Team member Carla Knight proves that those early morning practices did pay off.
Bravettes
Sweep
Bonner
Quad

• Ready or Not
With her eye on the ball, junior Erin Hall completes a bump to set up a play.

• Just Stretching
Team work is obvious whenever players work to execute a block at the net.

Bump, Set, Spike...Words to live by.

• Junior Varsity Squad

• Varsity Squad
Bonner Cross Country: Passing Up The Rest!

Coach's Comment

"This was the best season out of four! This was such a great group to work with and the largest! This was the first ladies team ever, and I had great leadership by Rob & Jake. I am excited about the continued growth and success of the program.

--Coach Mike Howe

*Outstanding Runners*

All-Huron League

Tanya Brady
Doug Landrum
Robert Neal
Hilary Rainbolt
Heather Wheeler
Joseph Wood

All-Kansan

1st Team
Doug Landrum
Rob Neal

2nd Team
Tanya Brady
Joseph Wood

Honorable Mention
Hilary Rainbolt
Wes Uhl
Heather Wheeler

Blazing New Trails
Maintaining their pace, sophomores Jamie Rowland and Rashell Ridenour and junior Tanya Brady concentrate on finishing.

Beginning of an Era
The first girls cross country team served notice that they intend to make their mark. Front row: H. Wheeler, M. Howe, H. Rainbolt
Back row: K. Oldham, T. Brady, R. Ridenour.
One Step Ahead.

**DEDICATED COMPETITORS**
Cross country runners must rise early for before-school practice and stay late for after-school sessions, no matter the weather. Willing to meet that challenge are junior Wes Uhl, above left, seniors Jake Mayhugh and Rob Neal, sophomore Doug Landrum, and juniors Tom Edmondson, Joe Wood and Brad Hewitt.

**GETTING IN STRIDE**
The Men’s Cross Country Team continually contributes a spirit of pride to the fall sports program.

Coach's Comments

"Great Year!" It was a lot of fun and I'm very proud of what our kids accomplished. I will miss the excitement of the games & the individual work with each kid. I hope the program will continue to improve as it has for the past four years, and with Coach Bonar at the helm, I'm sure it will.

Steve Ketchum
Head Coach

*Outstanding Players*

All-Huron
Corey Doss

Honorable Mention
Calvin Bibbs

All-Kansan

2nd Team
Calvin Bibbs

3rd Team
Corey Doss

*Why not smile?*
Braves Varsity members aren't quite sure how to react to their winning season. **Front Row:** P. Römer, C. Doss, S. Ketchum, C. Bibbs, L. Groves **Back Row:** T. Wyrick, P. Huebner, J. Bonar, S. Sonnier, J. Wilhite, S. Egner

*Ready to Take the Reins*
Junior Varsity members prepare for the next feat...the 1996-97 season. **Front Row:** W. Dixon, B. McCloud, L. McGee, J. Thompson, S. Shannon, D. Sprague **Back Row:** B. Langford, ***, W. Uhl, J. Bonar, S. Ketchum, R. Jackson, R. Casey, A. Steinbacher

*A Good Exchange*
With his lay-ups, jump shots, and high-flying slam dunks, foreign exchange student Philipp Römer, became a welcome addition to the Braves Basketball team during their 1994-1995 season.
• **Seniors Leaders**  
Many Braves stood out as leaders, but Shannon Sonnier, Tim "Moose" Wyrick, Paul Huebner, and Steven Egnor rose to the challenge of Braves Basketball.

• **Most Inspirational Player**  
Accepting his plaque for the most inspirational player of the Tonganoxie Tournament, Calvin Bibbs realizes that as a senior, he must pass the torch on.

• **Getting Some Air**  
As if he had wings, sophomore Corey Doss jumps high and scores another basket for the Braves.

• **He Can't Be Held Back**  
Not even with an opponent's arm trying to pull him down, Jason Wilhite still fights through and makes the shot.

Braves will return next year without the leadership of Coach K.
Bravettes end year in Sub-State Tournament

Coach's Comments

"Several players were injured during the season which hurt the team's chemistry. Each girl always played hard when called upon to play in a game. The team's record of wins and losses will not show how hard the girls practiced and played. I'm proud of the way the team gave their all to each game."

--Ron Smith
Head Coach

*Outstanding Players*

All-Huron

1st Team
Branda Long
Angelica Sufrin

Honorable Mention
Monica Stinnett

All-Kansan

1st Team
Angelica Sufrin

3rd Team
Branda Long

Honorable Mention
Monica Stinnett

Six Seniors Show Spirit on Court

*R-E-B-O-U-N-D*

Ready to get yet another rebound, senior Branda Long stretches above the crowd to gain possession.

*Get That Ball*

Determined to control the ball, Long and junior LaToya Easterwood hustle to retrieve a muff while avoiding incidental contact.
Having played several seasons together, the '95 senior Bravettes proved that teamwork evolves over the years. Noey Barger, Kayron Anderson, Branda Long, Amber Wilson and Angelica Suffren fine tuned their play.

Bravettes Open Season with Winning Attitude

-Varsity JV Combine Forces-

-Reviewing Their Upcoming Plays-
Listening intently, the Bravettes get helpful hints from head coach Ron Smith on their next game-winning plays.
Believing & Achieving: Braves' Wrestling Motto

Coach's Comments

"The team was very young this year, but the success they achieved far exceeded my expectations. The kids worked very hard from the first day of practice through regionals, and that success and dedication showed when we won the team competition at Louisburg."

--Tim McGinnis
Head Coach

*Outstanding Members*

All Kansan

Honorable Mention

Justin Adair
Anson Arnett
Marcus Birzer
Jason Brown
Kevin Cook
Justin Dame
David Freiner
Jason Lightfoot
Sam Orangkhadivi
Justin Rihard
Chris Toney
Travis Warburton

(All were considered for either 1st or 2nd team)

We're #1

At the Louisburg meet, the grapplers combined their individual scores to earn the coveted Tournament Team Championship.

That's Gotta Hurt

Determined to win his match, junior Jason Brown twists and turns his opponent as he goes for a pin.

Encouraging Words

From the corner of the mat, coaches Tim McGinnis and Mike Holloway concentrate intensely as LaLinda Fairfield records scores.
• **DOWN FOR THE COUNT**
At the Bonner Invitational, junior Anson Arnett, sophomore Jason Lightfoot and junior Sammy Orangkhadivi wear down their opponents before claiming another win.

• **ON A ROLL**
Watching those shoulders, sophomore Kevin Cook, left, works to get his opponent in a position from which there is no escape.

• **A WEARY WINNER**
After an exhausting match, sophomore David Freiner catches his breath and prepares to enter the next round of the Bonner Invitational.

**Grapplers Post 100th Win for McGinnis**

**YOUNG TEAM MAKES MARK**
During his final year as head wrestling coach, Tim McGinnis accepted the challenge of molding a young team into winners. **Front Row:** Daniel Kirby, B.J. Washington, Morgan Duncan, Anthony Middleton, Mark Savings, David Joiner **Second Row:** Apollo Hall, Tom Edmondson, Cody Snowberg, Stephen Fish, Brian Hurt, T.J. Harvey, Scott Chandler **Third Row:** Justin Adair, Justin Rihard, Travis Warburton, Kevin Cook, David Freiner, Jason Brown, Chris Toney **Last Row:** Mike Holloway, Joseph Wood, Anson Arnett, Jason Lightfoot, Jason Bergkamp, Sam Orangkhadivi, Marc Birzer, John Carter, Tim McGinnis **Not Pictured:** Justin Dame and John Bartram
Coach's Comments

"The Braves' season started off great with a 6-0 run. Rain and more rain seemed to incessantly halt and delay games. The highlight of the season was Scott Mathia's no hitter against Turner."

--Doug Kapeller
Head Baseball Coach

*Outstanding Players*

All-Kansan
1st Team
Scott Mathia
Pitcher

2nd Team
Steve Egnor
Pitcher

Honorable Mention
Scott Shannon
Outfield

Searching for the Winning Way

*With The Swing Of The Bat*
As one of the seniors on the team, Scott Mathia, above, knows the pressure of trying to put together successive winning seasons and, therefore, hopes to provide proper leadership by keeping his eye on the ball and teeing off whenever the opportunity presents itself.

*Swhis-s-s-h!*
Reaching back for more leverage, Jeff Holt prepares to uncork a pitch which he hopes reaches sufficient velocity to leave the batter looking.
Braves Miss Chance to four-peat at State.

-Practice, Practice, Practice!
L limbing up before a crucial game, the Braves set their sights on getting back into the start-of-the season winning groove.

-Power Punches
Facing a hitter, junior Nathan Hylton puts spin on a pitch while sophomore Josh Moulin takes a mighty swing at a pitch to his liking.

-Hard Hittin' Braves

-Junior Varsity Action Players
Bravettes continue season in state competition.

Coach's Comments

"We had a fantastic season!! This is the first team in school history to win their regional and advance to the state tournament. Making it to the state tournament was an accomplishment in itself, but this team went farther—they placed fourth. Bonner Springs has a lot to be proud of for the efforts and desire this team had. It was a great year!"

--Ann Decker
Head Softball Coach

*Outstanding Members*

**All-Kansan**

1st Team
Chrissy Crouch
Andrea Malec
Amber Still-Schrader

Honorable Mention
Noelle Barger
Krashinda McGee

**All-Huron**

1st Team
Chrissy Crouch
Andrea Malec
Amber Still-Schrader

Honorable Mention
Noelle Barger
Erin Hall
Tresie Foster

•HAMMER HALL
Joined by her teammates, junior Erin Hall celebrates her homerun during the Bravettes' first game at State. According to head coach Ann Decker, Hall's homer was the first over-the-fence homerun in Bravette softball history.

•WHIFF KIDS
Every winning team needs winning pitching, and sophomore Kim Potter, left, joined freshman Andrea Malec, right, to fill the void left by the absence of senior Rachel Adair due to a career-ending injury.
• **And It's Good**
Following through, senior Noelle Barger watches the ball leave the infield.

• **Power Stance**
Set to uncoil on a pitch, junior Krashinda McGee keeps her eye on the ball.

• **Batter Up**
The Bravette bats came alive for the '95 season, a major reason that the team was able to take the Regional title and move onward to State. Contributing to the hit parade were freshman Chrissy Crouch, far left, sophomore Heather Lynn and junior Diana Platt.

---

**Bravettes Take First Regional Softball Title**

**Title Holders**
The first-ever Bravettes softball team to go to state competition, Ann Decker's young squad left their names in the record books. **Front Row:** S. Powell, K. Potter, H. Wheeler **Middle Row:** C. Crouch, J. Deleon, A. Still, J. Coleman, A. Malec, N. Barger, D. Platt **Back Row:** A. Decker; coach, M. Botts; manager, T. Foster, K. McGee, H. Lynn, E. Hall, J. Atkins; manager, N. Yankovich; coach.

**JV**
Hard-working and talented junior varsity members work hard and finish their season in good standing. **Front Row:** Anna Willmon, Stephanie Powell, Angela Fletchall, Katie Trowbridge, Jessica Gilliland **Back Row:** Genger Zaring; manager, Jenné Deleon, Lisa Cullen, Amanda Wilcox, Chrissy Smith, Nancy Yankovich, coach.

---

*Softball/119*
Coaching's Comments

"We came in second as a team this year at Regionals, and we were Bonner Invitational Champions for three years in a row. This is definitely the best team I have had the pleasure of working with in 15 years of coaching tennis, and I, also, enjoyed all of the seniors. It was an honor to work with all of them."

--Bill Scott, Head Tennis Coach

*Outstanding Players*

Three-Time State Qualifiers
Branda Long
Lana Watkins

Two-Time State Qualifiers
Kayron Anderson

One-Time State Qualifiers
Noelle Barger
Kelli Courtney

• One Last Hurrah
Senior leaders Noelle Barger, Kayron Anderson, Branda Long, Lana Watkins and Kelli Courtney attain Sub-State Runner-up status during their final year of competition.

• Incoming!
Following through, Branda Long watches the flight of her return shot.

• Row, Row, Row Your Boat
At the net, Kayron Anderson waits to connect with a lob headed her direction.
• *Ready, Set, Go!* Waiting for the serve, Noelle Barger, above left, contemplates whether she or her partner should take the shot.

• *How Do I Hit This Thing!?* Digging in, Lana Watkins scoops up a low ball and returns it to record another score.

• *Never Let Them See You Sweat* Using the two-handed overhead, Kelli Courtney smashes a return.

• *Summer Days* After a successful hit, sophomore Nicole Perica focuses on the flight of her ball.

• *I'll Get It!* Rushing the net, sophomore Carie Bush gets into position to deliver a backhand.

---

**Bravettes Lose Five Seniors**

• *Leaders of the Pack*  
  **First Row:** Sunshine Peterman, Branda Long, Noelle Barger  
  **Second Row:** Lana Watkins, Carie Bush, Kayron Anderson, Angela Arnett, Bill Scott  
  **Last Row:** Aña Duran, Nicole Perica, Shea Stoner, Kelli Courtney, Erica Anderson
Braves swing into competition with a winning attitude.

**Coach's Comments**

"The team was very enjoyable and coachable this year. We had a great year, and I am glad we will be returning some players with experience. Unfortunately, we will be losing five members of our team next year, but I am sure we can survive. I enjoyed coaching these athletes, and I look forward to the next season."

--Bill Scott
Head Tennis Coach
Braves Netters Come out Swinging at Bonner Invitational

• Awkward Moment
In a definitely strange position, sophomore Tyler Scott, left, puts extra spin on his return.

• In Pouncing Position
Planning a sneak attack, senior Travis Morgan, below left, begins his slow but deliberate approach to the net.

• Smashing Serve
Zipping the ball across the net, junior Jeff Shelton scores once more for the Braves.

• Gaining Respect
With one more season of experience behind them, the tennis team members are earning the respect of their competitors. Front Row: Jeff Shelton, Michael Wheeler, Chris Frazier, Tadd Schneider, Jason Nida, Marc DeLeon Back Row: Steven Fish, Tyler Scott, Phillip Römer, Mitchell Jones, Richard Braley, Kyle McDowell, Steve Hare, Bill Scott; coach.
Bonner Track Team Takes Great Strides

Coach's Comments

"I felt my rookie season as a head coach was very enjoyable. We had an excellent coaching staff, and the kids, for the most part, were very capable and coachable. The excitement was due to the fact that the numbers were higher than they had been before. Both the men's and women's teams were great, and I was enthralled to see both the men's and women's team finish third at the Huron League Meet."

--Mike Howe
Head Track Coach

*Outstanding Members*

**State Qualifiers**

Syreeta Anderson
Shot Put

Theresa Hauetter
Intermediate Hurdles

Carla Knight
Javelin

Doug Landrum
3200 Meter

Kendall Payne
Javelin

Angelica Suffren
200 Meter

• Setting Sail
Enjoying a successful season, sophomore Syreeta Anderson launches a discus as she works toward setting a school record in field events. Anderson, also, tosses the shot put and qualified for State in that category.

• Giving It Her Best Shot
Aiming far down the field, sophomore Jennifer Craven loads up for a mighty toss.

• In Perfect Stance
With arched back and solid grip, junior Carla Knight is on target for another chance at placing in a meet. Knight, also, made the trip to State.
In her first season as a member of the track team, Angelica Suffren made her mark in the record books and, also, qualified for State. Ranking high in the area, Kendall Payne's javelin throws improved throughout the season. Working with the weights, Howie Stanley and John Casey established good shotput marks.

Cross-country training pays off for junior Tanya Brady, who competes in the distance events. Never one to give in, Brady holds her own against oncoming competitors.

Getting to rest a foot on a hurdle is one of the few advantages of competing in the steeplechase. Sophomore Doug Landrum, a distance runner, qualified for State in the 3200 meter event.

"We started out with twelve team members. We had a good year; we took second place at the Bonner Invitational and third place at Atchison. I am happy to say that we will be returning five lettermen."
--Robert Chatterton
Coach

*Off the Links*
Despite the inclement weather this spring, golfers managed to make their mark on the area courses and are looking forward to a strong team performance next year. Losing only two seniors, Sean Bell and Paul Shatto, Coach Chatterton will field a team of returning lettermen in the '96 season, a luxury he seldom enjoys. **Front Row:** Dexter Blackmar, Matt Benson.  **Middle Row:** Justin Adair, Justin Rihard, Steve Bloomer.  **Back Row:** Bob Chatterton, Sean Bell, Shad Rowland, Brian Shatto, Paul Shatto.

*Outstanding Golf Team Members*

**All-Huron League**
Brian Shatto
Paul Shatto

*Contemplating Club Selection*
Trying to get an image of what he wants his next shot to do, senior Sean Bell concentrates on the lay of the land, air movement, slope of the fairway and the position of the rough before selecting his club for his next shot.

*Concentrating on the Target*
Anticipating having to tangle with the rough during his next round, senior Paul Shatto takes a few practice swings form the "deep stuff."

*Taking Aim*
Going for the green, sophomore Brian Shatto gets ready to put his weight behind his approach shot.
Pep squads dedicated to representing BSHS.

• Bonner’s Best
As the captain of the dance team, senior Jamie Holman sets the pace.

• Spirit Fest
Members of the newly established dance team prepare to dazzle the crowd with their routines. Front Row: Amanda Crutchfield, Tanda Surritte, Mikole French, Jessica Gilliland. Back Row: Sarah Malee, Jamie Holman, Chelsea Kindler, Stacy Backus.

Ready? Okay!
BSHS Varsity Cheerleaders, above left, seldom have a free evening during the winter season since they must support three teams—girls basketball, guys basketball and wrestling. Front Row: Theresa Culter, Jennifer Luttrell, Hazel Finch. Middle Row: Stephanie Powell, LaSonya Easterwood. Back Row: Kelly Day.

• All Smiles
During the Homecoming Parade the varsity cheerleaders were treated to a few minutes of rest as they rode in style, but at the parade’s end, it was back to work for them as they led the rally in the downtown parking lot.

• The Survivors
A few but strong Junior Varsity cheerleading squad braved the rigors of promoting pep and survived until the end of the season. Members are: Wendy Collene, Jenny Jones, Stacy Moore and Katie Cramer.
Berkel & Company Contractors, Inc.  

Box 335, 2649 South 142nd Street  
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012  
913-422-5125 Fax: 913-441-0402

Pressure Grouted Piling • Driven Piles  
Pressure Grouting • Underpinning  
Preplaced Aggregate Concrete

Berkel & Company Contractors, Inc.  

Serving Bonner Springs-Edwardsville Families

Reduce Stress, Increase Relaxation

Swedish Massage  
Sports Massage

BODYWORKS MASSAGE THERAPY  
"Certified Massage Practitioner"

11627 K-32 Highway  
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012  
Office: 913-441-3336 Residence 913-441-8391

American Family  
Insurance  
Auto Home Business Health Life

Mike Holloway

Wishing '95 BSHS  
Graduates Success & Good Health!
Located at the junction of Highway 7 and Kansas Avenue, Bonner Springs Ford is a convenient one-stop shopping center for conscientious motorists. Not only does Bonner Ford offer a wide selection of new and used cars, but it, also, provides top maintenance service.

Stop for Ford Quality Care

Bonner Springs Eye Care

DARIN L. NITSCHKE, O.D.
OPTOMETRY

13025 Kansas Ave.
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012

422-7781

• Family eye care
• Designer eyeware & contact lenses
• Management & treatment of ocular disease
• Evening & Saturday appointments available
• Most insurance accepted
• Board certified

Bonner Springs Ford

715 S. 130th Street
Bonner Springs, Kansas
422-2045

Congratulations to the 1995 Bonner Springs High School graduates!

Brewer's Country Mart

Brewer's Country Mart

Wal-Mart Plaza
K-7 & Kansas Ave.
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012

441-6988
Why Fuss
WELL CATER ANY SIZE PARTY

Catering by VANS

9711 KAW DRIVE
EDWARDSVILLE, KS 66111
BUSINESS - 441-6434

Donuts made fresh daily Monday-Saturday.

Daylight Donut

9711 KAW Drive
Edwardsville, KS.

441-4609

Phone: 441-4050

Chiropractic Center
Dr. R. C. Aitkens
D.C., F.I.A.C.A.
CERTIFIED ACUPUNCTURIST

13047 KANSAS AVE.
Walmart Shopping Center
Bonner Springs, KS 66012

Vesta Lee Lumber
422-1075
441-2691

2300 S. 138 St.
Bonner Springs

Owner
Jim Bishop

WEST OF BONNER SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL ON K-32

Thank you for considering us

BERNING TIRE INC.
306 OAK
BONNER SPRINGS, KS 66012

TOM BERNING
422-3033

Substance Abuse Education, Inc.
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

ROLLAND LOVE
Director of Marketing
670 S. 4th Street • Edwardsville, KS 66113
913 / 441-1868 • Fax: 913 / 441-2119 • 1-800-530-5607

An American Original

Dairy Queen

Bonner Springs, KS
(913)422-1005

Gerber Moving & Storage, Inc.

Over 70 Years in the Moving Business

LOCAL OR LONG DISTANCE

1-800-972-3102

FAX 1-913-371-0140

371-3810

1711 CENTRAL AVE.
KANSAS CITY, KS 66102

441-8550

2222 S. 138
BONNER SPRINGS, KS 66012

Thomas A. Drake D.D.S.

140 N. 130th St.
Bonner Springs, KS 66012

gentleness and excellence in Dentistry

(913) 721-1300

Luke 10:27

Tractors - Implements
Buy - Sell - Trade

Gumm Sales, Inc.

11930 KAW DRIVE
BONNER SPRINGS, KANSAS 66012

SALES: 913-422-5614
SHOP: 913-441-2928
WAYNE GUMM
PRESIDENT
WALLY'S BODY SHOP
11545 Kaw Drive (K-32)
Kansas City, Kansas 66111

441-2968  287-1922
WALTER KLEPIKOW
Owner
Ask for Wally

Your Hometown Realtor

e
West Properties, Inc.

134 N. 130th Street
Bonner Springs, Kansas 66012-9142
721-5400

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE TO THE TRI-COUNTY AREA:
Basehor, Bonner Springs, Edwardsville, Kansas City, Lansing, Northern
Johnson County, Piper, Tonganoxie & surrounding areas.

EACH OFFICE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED & OPERATED.
INVEST IN FINANCIAL SECURITY!
Let today's decisions insure your future.
Linsco/Private Ledger

Ray L. Cox Investment Securities
212 E. 2nd
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012
(913) 441-6653
1-800-755-6653

Ray L. Cox
Investment Representative

Judy L. Cox
Investment Representative

FINANCIAL SERVICES

CIRCLE AUTO PARTS PLUS

- COMPETITIVE PRICES
- DUPONT AUTOMOTIVE PAINTS
- AUTO BODY SUPPLIES
- IMPORT & DOMESTIC
- AUTOS, TRUCK & TRACTORS
  "Serving Bonner Springs 15 Years"

422-1027

RED FORTUNE
Chinese Restaurant

121 Oak Street
Bonner Springs, Ks 66012
441-1988

Parts Plus
615 E. FRONT BONNER SPRINGS, KS.
OPEN M-F 8-6 SAT 8-5

Chinese Restaurant

121 Oak Street
Bonner Springs, Ks 66012
441-1988
A community-minded corporation, Champ Service, one of the area's largest employers, works to produce a better Bonner Springs-Edwardsville environment as well as to produce the best motor products available. Always a leader in the United Way Campaign, Champ Service contributes to the welfare of the Greater Kansas City residents.
Offering Full-Service Banking

Commerce Bank
Member FDIC

229 Oak
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012

913-441-BANK
or
441-2265

Drive-up Window Convenience
Make your financial plans for your future now!

Randy Allen
Chevrolet / Geo
A Car Dealer You Can Really Look Up To!

Randy Huebner
Dealer

Bus. Phone (913) 422-1000 • Fax 422-1045
313 E. Front Street, Bonner Springs, KS 66012

Call Us About Our FREE CNA Classes!
Parkway Care Home
749 Blake
Edwardsville, Ks. 66111
(913)422-5952
Rely on your hometown bank for the services you need.

- Loans
- Savings
- Checking

Commercial State Bank
309 Oak
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012

441-6600

Congratulations to BSHS Graduates

Walmart
612 S. 130th St.
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012
441-6751

Agriculture Center & National Hall of Fame
630 Hall of Fame Drive
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012
721-1075

the precise cut

441-4514
Located in BONNER SHOPS MALL

Claxton
205 E. Front
Bonner Springs, Ks.
441-0489

Air Conditioning
Appliance Service
Heating

BUSH FARM AND GREENHOUSE

RAY and CHRIS BUSH

Hairworks 32
612 W. Kump
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012
441-8448
Serving the Bonner-Edwardsville community for decades, Jennifer Holton, Telesa Timberg and Tony Dusil offer that hometown caring as well as a variety of insurance services.

Your independent agent serves you first!

Providing all types of insurance.

Representing Alliance Group, Bremen Farmers, CNA & Travelers

"The Image Maker"
Custom Photography
One Hour Film Developing

13026 Kansas Ave.
Bonner Springs, Ks.
(Next to SUBWAY)

Portraits, Indoor / Outdoor
Portfolio, Composites
Publicity Photos
All Occasions
Black & White / Color

JASON GIBBENS
Photographer
13026 Kansas Avenue
Bonner Springs, KS 66012
913-422-4478

422-4478

Edwardsville Chiropractic Clinic
DR. PHIL BRADSHAW

Telephone
(913) 422-7887

Edwardsville, KS 66111
Bank Midwest N.A.

110 S. 4th
Edwardsville, Ks.
441-6800

Offering big-company service with small-town courtesy.

• On the cutting edge
Bank officials and employees gather with community leaders to celebrate the latest Bank Midwest branch.
Congratulations to BSHS Graduates

The Harrington family, serving the Bonner-Edwardsville community.

Members of our families are, also, BSHS alums. We support our local schools.

Alden-Harrington
Funeral Home
214 Oak
Bonner Springs, Ks.
422-4074

Connie and Dee Dee Harrington
218 Oak
Bonner Springs, KS 66012
(913) 441-2233

Full Service Salon
140 N. 130th
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012
721-3777

Studio 7

JEFFREY L. ELMER, D.D.S.
CHARTERED
GENERAL DENTISTRY

172 ALLCUTT
BONNER SPRINGS, KANSAS 66012

Theno Farm Supply
15955 Linwood Road
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012

Fertilizer-Seed-Chemicals
Custom Application
Certified Seed Cleaning

Lawrence Theno
(913) 422-1059

HARRY'S CORNER
Grocery • Convience Store • Deli
K 32 - Nettleton
CARRY-OUT
Call In 422-5818

Ads/139
Leaders of the Pack
Dodge Trucks &
BSHS Stu-Co Members

Contact your John Wallace dealer for complete auto service.

CONGRATULATIONS!!

*SPECIAL RECOGNITION
For their outstanding achievements during their three years at BSHS, two seniors receive special honors. Anthony Springfield receives the Citizenship Award from principal Bon VanMaren while Monica Stinnett receives a certificate for perfect attendance from assistant principal Rick Lander.
**International Multifoods**

Bakery Products

2410 South Scheidt Lane
Bonner Springs, Ks. 66012

**HARD WORKERS JUST KEEP ON GOING...AND GOING....AND GOING.....**

**ON LINE**
District computer coordinator Ken Clark seldom has down time as he is the main troubleshooter for the district. Always on call, Clark frequently is at his computer until late at night as he tries to solve some of the complex computer problems with which he is faced.

**TEACHERS' BEST FRIEND**
At her after-school job, senior Mary Hernandez fills the duplicating of staff members so that teachers can put their planning time to better use, such as making lesson plans, grading papers, having parent conferences, etc.
Students Display Enthusiasm

*AND THE BAND PLAYED ON!*

At all home football games, the marching bands provide peppy music to fire up the crowd as well as performing during the halftime.
Sporting Goods Available

Varsity Sports

7817 Parallel Parkway
Kansas City, Kansas
(913) 334-4115

Our shop features specialty shirts bearing the logos of university and professional teams. We, also, make shirts to order.

During Athletic Competitions

• AT ATTENTION
During pre-game ceremonies, junior Kelly Day pays her respect to her country during the national anthem.

• CROWD PLEASERS
Varsity cheerleaders lead fans in a rousing rendition of the school’s fight song during the pep rally after the Homecoming parade.
Take Note!
During dress rehearsal, director Johnny Matlock takes time out to deliver a few comments on what he has noted during play practice and to make a few suggestions. Cast members of *Forty-Second Street* listen attentively and vow *never* to make the same mistakes again.
**Waggoner Pharmacy**

**JOHN C. WAGGONER**  
Pharmacist

**JOAN E. WAGGONER**  
Pharmacist

**Waggoner Pharmacy**

(HEALTH SMART)

8919 Parallel Parkway  
299-9000  
Kansas City, Ks.

135 Oak Street  
422-1040  
Bonner Springs, Ks.

• Arranging Displays  
Shelving Precious Moments figurines, Doris Holt, left, makes space for a popular product while Kristen Mitchell, right, straightens the rows of the equally-in-demand Hallmark cards.

**Gifts & Accessories Available**

**• Here I Am!**  
Stretching far above the rest of the fans, senior Ben McKee makes sure that his smile is recorded for posterity.

**• Teammates**  
BSHS gridders gather to conjure up the spirit they need to give their best on the field.
Fire Drill--an Exercise in Safety

*IN ALL KINDS OF WEATHER*

Just as the mailmen of the postal service, BSHS students must go forward through rain, sleet, snow or Kansas tornadoes whenever the bell rings to evacuate the building. If the weather isn't too uncomfortable, students enjoy the break from the day's routine to catch up on chatting with friends.
On the last day that the teachers were on duty, May 30, news spread quickly that the chillers, the main elements of the air-conditioning system, had arrived. Until that delivery, staff members had remained skeptical that the '95-'96 school year would find BSHS bathed in cool air.
CONGRATULATIONS,

SON!

Shane Westrup
Class of 1995

Shane,

There are many ways we could say how proud
we are of you, but you already know that, and
we love you.

Study hard and have some fun, too.

Love, Dad, Ann & Shelly

Melissa Canfield
Class of 1995

Melissa,
Thank you for
sharing your love
and your laughter.
From pre-school
to BSHS, I've been
very proud of you!

I love you!

Mom

Jennifer Woodward
'95

We're proud
of you!

Mom & Dad
Kelli  
Lim  
Courtney

We are very proud of you, Kelli, and we wish you fun and success at Baker.

With love from
Mom, Dad & Kevin
Gary, Sherri & Bryan

Congratulations, Melanie!
From a little girl, to a beautiful young woman. We are very proud of you.

We love you and wish you all the luck and success you deserve as you go on to college.

Love you always.

Mom &
Dad Jim

A Smashing Success!!!

Lana G...
Your tennis years were aces, deuces and add... We knew then and we know now that you'll be more determined to win the game of life.

Love from your fans,
Dad, Mom, Chandra & Oreo

Noelle Marie
Rose Barger

Noey,

Keep your standards high and your inner strength intact, and you can be or do anything you want!

You’ve been an inspiration and a joy as a daughter and a sister.

We wish you the very best in life. The house will be empty without your smiling face.

We love your very much,

Mom, Nick & Jeff
**What happened to our "little girl"?**

**Kindergarten**

Inexpensive, obedient, courteous, easygoing, simple needs.

**Senior Year**

Expensive, argumentative, emotional, moody, endless needs!

We wouldn't have it any other way, Monica!

With love from: Mom & Dad, Megan & Trevor

---

**Anthony**

Springfield

Class of '95

Anthony,

You are the type of son and brother that others would love to have. You are so kind and caring; there is never a moment when you aren't putting everyone before yourself. We (your family) just want you to know how proud you make us to have you in our lives. You have grown up to be an exceptional young man.

With the Lord's blessings & our love, may you exceed all your goals and live your life to the fullest. Love always,

Mom & Dad
Bernard & Candice

May God be with you on your journey of life!
Congratulations, Megan “Stumper”!

We believe, as written in Psalm 139, that God carefully and intricately designed everything about you. Not one detail was left to chance. You are so important to your Creator that His thoughts concerning you “outnumber the grains of sand.” Our prayer for you is that you will always chase your dreams and follow your heart. In everything you do or become, we will always love and cherish you.

Mom and Dad

Megan McGinis

Class of '95

Aaron,

You finally made it!

And kept your good looks all the while!

Love,

Mom,

April & Paige

Marla Murphy

Marla,

You have an angel in Heaven whose halo is spinning and wings are fluttering over your accomplishments.

Here on Earth, your family is just as proud of you.

May you always continue to strive for excellence.

Love,

Aunt Geri & a host of family and friends
Edith,  
We love you very much, and we are very proud of you.

Love,  
Mama & Grandma

Ready to Explore New Horizons

Jason,

We are very proud of you.

"Boldly go where no man has gone before."

Good luck at K-State.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Geoff & Kevin

Congratulations, Pee Wee ! !

Heather Dunn  
Class of '95

May the rest of your life be filled with as much happiness and joy as you have given us since the moment you were born.

Love,  
Mom & Dad
Outstanding Athlete, Outstanding Son!

Calvin,

You were the first of three bright stars to shine in our life.

We prayed to the Lord your light would shine bright.

He let us plant the seeds that grew a strong black man.

All of these things were in the Lord's master plan.

You showed us you could succeed!

You know success. You have the power and strength to surpass the rest.

And with our love to see you through, your life will turn out the way you want it to....

Love, Mama & Daddy
**Milestones**

It was a cold January in seventy-seven
When we received our second little piece
of heaven.
Eighteen of those anniversaries have past.

And, for you, high school graduation is
here at last.
It marks a time for looking back,
At lessons learned, fond memories and
things like that.
It offers you new opportunities, and we
are glad.

**TERESA KONOVALSKE 1995**

**CONGRATULATIONS!**

**WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU.**

**GOOD LUCK AT K-STATE.**

**ALL OUR LOVE,**

**MOM, DAD & JAY**

**Congratulations with love,**

**Amy,**

**Mom**

**and**

**Dad.**

**Congratulations, Jamie!**

We've watched you
grow from a little
girl into a young woman.

**All of your accomplishments
along the way have been a
source of pride and happiness.**

**You've made a
difference in the lives of those
around you.**

**Lots of love,**

**Dad & Mom**
AUTOCARDS
AUTographs
Working again this year with Herff Jones' PageMaster, the Totem Pole staff submitted the entire 160 pages on disk. The 315 copies were printed on 80 lb. 7 3/4" X 10 1/2" enamel paper.

The embossed cover was etched with silver base material, printed with Cadmium Red and White silk screen of a brush grain and featured a brave head developed by a company artist.

Inside, we used one flat of four color portraits with four color paper for background and one flat of Midnight Blue spot color. Story text was printed in 9 pt. Times, and the captions used 8 pt. Times. All graphics, text and page designs created by staff on MacIntosh computers using Page Maker 4.2 and 5.0 and Aldus Free Hand 3.1.

THANKS...THANKS...THANKS...THANKS...THANKS...THANKS...THANKS... AGAIN!

Throughout the year, the following people have given continuous support and assistance. We, the members of the Totem Pole staff, would like to extend a heartfelt thanks for their help in the production of this edition.

Jill Holder for taking club and numerous other pictures this year; Ken Clark and Kay Smith for assisting with many odd jobs and mishaps in the computer lab; Clausie Smith and Bill Downing for providing us with more pictures than we could ever ask for; Nancy Hall, Herff Jones representative, for helping work out problems and develop new ideas.

The entire BSHS staff for being so cooperative and supportive. The English teachers for letting us use their class time to run surveys. Everyone for notifying us of photo opportunities.